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Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

Minister for the Middle East visits the Gaza Strip 
… Following his visit, Mr Ellwood said: Today I saw first-hand the disastrous 
consequences of this summer’s conflict in Gaza. I was profoundly shocked and 
saddened at the suffering ordinary Gazans have experienced. 
The UK is already deeply engaged in providing humanitarian support for those affected. 
The UK has committed £19.1m in humanitarian aid and medical assistance from UK 
health experts, providing essential shelter, food, clean water and medicine. 
The cycle of violence we have seen in Gaza is unsustainable. Humanitarian aid is not 
enough. We must address the underlying causes of this repeated conflict: for the sake of 
ordinary Palestinians across the Strip and for Israelis too. …  
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-the-gaza-strip  
 
Minister for the Middle East visits the Occupied Palestinian Territories 
… Mr Ellwood said: … I discussed with [President Abbas] and Prime Minister Hamdallah 
the need for urgent action, led by the Palestinian Authority and supported by the 
international community, to help ordinary Gazans rebuild their lives. We discussed the 
Cairo talks and the need to address the underlying causes of the conflict in Gaza, 
ensuring peace and security for Palestinians and Israelis and the lifting of movement and 
access restrictions. 
I also met members of the Khan al Ahmar Bedouin, who are contesting Israeli plans for 
the relocation of their communities. The community described to me the suffering this 
would cause. I made clear the UK’s deep concern about proposals to relocate Bedouin 
communities in the E1 area, and to build settlements which would put in serious jeopardy 
the prospect of a viable Palestinian state. I emphasised the importance of these 
communities being treated in accordance with International Humanitarian Law. 
In my discussions with President Abbas, I underlined the need for all parties to work 
urgently towards a negotiated two-state solution, creating a viable, prosperous 
Palestinian State, alongside a secure state of Israel, with Jerusalem as a shared capital. 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-the-occupied-
palestinian-territories  
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-the-gaza-strip
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-the-occupied-palestinian-territories
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-the-occupied-palestinian-territories
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Minister for the Middle East visits Israel 
… Mr Ellwood met community leaders in Israel’s south, hearing about the impact of 
Gazan militant rocket fire, and visited an Iron Dome battery in Ashkelon. He visited Yad 
Vashem, and laid a wreath in memory of those who died in the Holocaust. He met Israeli 
Chief Rabbi Lau and reaffirmed the importance of the UK’s engagement with Israel’s 
Ultraorthodox community, later visiting a bustling Succot Market. He met Israeli tech 
entrepreneurs, who discussed their innovative collaborations with British companies, 
facilitated by the UK-Israel Tech Hub. 
Commenting on the visit, Mr Ellwood said: I have had open and constructive 
conversations with Ministers Livni, Steinitz and Hanegbi about Gaza and the urgency of 
progress on the peace process. Having heard first-hand from residents of Israel’s 
southern communities about their experiences of living under rocket fire, I reaffirm the 
United Kingdom’s determination to stand by Israel’s right to self defence. 
I expressed my sincere hope that Israel can take the opportunity offered by the Cairo 
talks to address the fundamental causes of the conflict in Gaza, including a lifting of 
restrictions, and to end the cycle of violence, providing lasting peace and security to 
Palestinians and Israelis. 
I reiterated the UK’s long-standing concern about settlements, including the recent 
announcement about additional units at Givat Hamatos, which undermines trust between 
the parties and has serious implications for the prospects of a two-state solution. … 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-israel--2  
 
 

Department for International Development 

Swayne: return to status quo in Gaza not an option 
Speaking at the Gaza Reconstruction Conference in Cairo, Mr Swayne committed £20 
million in early recovery assistance for those caught up in this summer’s conflict, 
including hundreds of thousands left homeless or without access to water. 
The UK support will include disposal of unexploded ordnance, rubble clearance 
programmes and reconstructive surgery for those injured in the conflict. 
The UK stands ready to provide longer term support, but Mr Swayne made clear that this 
depended on progress on key political points. He called for bold steps from all parties to 
stop the cycle of violence in Gaza and prevent simply returning to the pre-conflict status 
quo. … 
Key points the UK is pushing for progress on include: 
 implementation of and support for the UN’s new mechanism to facilitate the import 

and use of construction materials to rebuild Gaza; 
 agreement from Israel to allow unimpeded entry for humanitarian goods and 

personnel into Gaza; 
 easing of movement and access restrictions on people and goods into and out of 

Gaza, including the transfer of goods to the West Bank and exports to Israel; 
 a durable ceasefire agreement that addresses Israel’s security concerns and includes 

the return of the Palestinian Authority (PA) to govern Gaza; 
 urgent progress on access to electricity and water supplies following the conflict; 
 a long term strategy for Palestinian economic growth. … 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/swayne-return-to-status-quo-in-gaza-not-an-option  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/minister-for-the-middle-east-visits-israel--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/swayne-return-to-status-quo-in-gaza-not-an-option
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Scottish Government 

Calls to recognise Palestine 
… External Affairs Minister Humza Yousaf … has urged the UK Government to take 
action and formally recognise the state of Palestine. … 
In the letter to the Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond, Mr Yousaf also outlined the 
Scottish Government’s support for the opening of a Palestinian consulate in Scotland and 
highlighted the need for a Palestinian embassy in the UK. 
Mr Yousaf said: “The Scottish Government fully endorses a two-state solution in respect 
of Israel and Palestine, and ahead of Monday’s House of Commons debate and vote, we 
want to impress upon the UK Government the need to recognise Palestine in its own 
right. … 
“We firmly encourage both Israel and Palestine to reach a sustainable, negotiated 
settlement under international law, which has as its foundation mutual recognition and 
the determination to co-exist peacefully.” 
Mr Yousaf added: “The suffering of ordinary people who have been forced to leave their 
homes because of the conflict in Gaza has been truly devastating. For people in the UK 
whose families have been caught up in the violence recent months have been a very 
troubling time. It is only right that they should have an embassy to go to receive the vital 
support they need. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Calls-to-recognise-Palestine-1146.aspx 
 
 

European Union 

The EU pledged today more than €450 million euros for reconstructing Gaza  
High Representative/Vice-President Catherine Ashton has announced today the EU's 
pledge of more than €450 million euros for the reconstruction of Gaza.  
During the "Conference on Palestine, Reconstructing Gaza" in Cairo, HR/VP Ashton said 
"The only durable solution to the situation in Gaza, which is in everyone's interest, is a 
political one. Our efforts for Gaza will be successful only if placed in the larger framework 
of our support to Palestine and our commitment to the peace process".  … 
The EU reaffirmed its readiness to continue and expand its capacity-building efforts to 
the Palestinian Authority in view of its redeployment in Gaza and to support an effective 
and secure lifting of the closure through its presence at Gaza crossing points. 
Furthermore, the EU is also ready to explore ways to support the creation of a land link 
that would consolidate the political and economic links between the West Bank and 
Gaza. The EU is also analysing the feasibility of a maritime link which could open Gaza 
to Europe and allow the people of Gaza to unlock their socio-economic potential. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/141012_01_en.pdf  
 
 

United Nations 

UN chief set for Gaza visit to help jump-start massive reconstruction effort 
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon announced today that he will travel to Gaza on Tuesday 
to visit several sites destroyed during last summer's conflict, spotlighting the need to help 
the enclave "look ahead and build a better future” and advance reconstruction efforts. 
“I believe it is important to be on the ground. That is why I am announcing today that I will 
visit Gaza on Tuesday to listen directly to the people of Gaza, survey the situation for 
myself,” Mr. Ban said as he briefed journalists in Cairo following an international 
conference on Gaza reconstruction. … 
 

http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Calls-to-recognise-Palestine-1146.aspx
http://eeas.europa.eu/statements/docs/2014/141012_01_en.pdf
http://www.un.org/sg/offthecuff/index.asp?nid=3678
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“Enough is enough,” Mr. Ban stressed, reiterating that the cycle of building and 
destroying must end. Donors may be fatigued – but the people of Gaza are bruised and 
bloody. 
Scheduled to arrive in Gaza on Tuesday, according to the United Nations Relief Agency, 
the UN Chief will visit three sites including the UNRWA Compound, a United Nations 
Development Programme Fishing Project and the Jabalia school. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49062#.VDrIVtSUeRM  
 
In Cairo, Ban urges parties to Gaza conflict to end 'cycle of building and 
destroying' 
… Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in Egypt today at a conference on the reconstruction 
of Gaza urged all parties to last summer's war to address the root causes of the 
protracted conflict to prevent the “cycle of building and destroying” from becoming a 
ritual. … 
The Secretary –General recalled how in 2009, the international community gathered in 
Sharm el-Sheikh in the wake of another devastating war in Gaza. “We pledged our 
support. We expressed our commitment. We resolved to rebuild. And yet here we are 
again. The cycle of building and destroying has continued– only worse,” … 
Meanwhile rockets fired by Hamas and other armed groups from Gaza continued to be 
fired indiscriminately causing fear, panic and suffering, said Mr. Ban. Children of Gaza 
who have not yet reached grade three have already lived through three wars. 
To effectively respond, the UN and partners in Palestine are working with the Palestinian 
Government to develop the “Gaza Crisis Appeal”. The “UN Support Plan for the 
Transformation of the Gaza Strip” amounts to about $2.1 billion for early recovery and 
reconstruction efforts. But ultimately, the successful reconstruction of Gaza requires a 
strong political foundation, said Mr. Ban, … [and] pledged UN support for the 
Government of National Consensus … 
“Gaza remains a tinderbox,” said Mr. Ban, reiterating the need to address the root causes 
of the recent hostilities: a restrictive occupation that has lasted almost half a century, the 
continued denial of Palestinian rights and the lack of tangible progress in peace 
negotiations. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49061#.VDrITtSUeRM  
 
 

Charity Commission 

Interim Manager appointed to Viva Palestina charity 
The charity regulator used its powers under the Charities Act 2011 (‘the Act’) to appoint 
Helen Blundell of MHA Bloomer Heaven as Interim Manager of the Charity to the 
exclusion of the Charity’s trustees as a temporary and protective measure. … 
In June 2013, the regulator opened a statutory inquiry into the Charity to investigate 
serious concerns relating to financial management, including a failure by the current 
and/or former trustees to account for charity funds since the inception of the Charity. … 
As the regulator’s concerns about the financial management of the Charity have not been 
resolved, and its annual accounts and returns are still outstanding, the commission has 
acted to appoint an Interim Manager to take over the management and administration of 
the Charity including specifically to compile and submit overdue accounts, reports and 
returns, and report to the commission any additional regulatory issues identified. … 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/interim-manager-appointed-to-viva-palestina-
charity  

TOP 
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Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Services (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  

 
Assisted Dying Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/assisteddying.html  

 
Local Government (Religious etc. Observances) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/localgovernmentreligiousetcobservances.html  

 
Scottish Parliament 

Assisted Suicide Bill 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/69604.aspx 

TOP 
 

 
 

Consultations           ** new or updated today 

** closes in 2 days 
Equality and Human Rights Commission call for evidence on religion or belief issues 
(closing date 14 October 2014) 
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/commission-calls-evidence-religion-or-belief-issues  
 
** closes in 5 days 
Statutory register of consultant lobbyists (closing date 17 October 2014) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/353009/14090
9_statutory_register_of_lobbyists_consultation_paper.pdf  
 
** closes in 8 days 
Scottish Independence Bill: A consultation on an interim constitution for Scotland 
(closing date 20 October 2014)  
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/0045/00452762.pdf 
 
Equality and Human Rights Commission Litigation strategy survey  (closing date 12 
December 2014) 
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/about-us/our-work/ehrc-consultations/litigation-
strategy-survey?wssl=1  
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